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On one-parameter groups and semi-groups of operators 
in Hilbert space*) 
By C. A. MCCARTHY in Minneapolis and J . G. S T A M P F L ! in New York (U. S. A.) 
We wish to study one-parameter groups of bounded operators { 7 S } _ „ < S < M 
on a complex Hilbert space H, under the assumption that one of the operators 
in the group (other than T0 which is the identity operator) is spectral in the sense 
o f DUNFORD. 
Our prinicipal result is that merely uniform boundedness of IIT Î for s in finite 
intervals implies each operator Ts is spectral; further, there exists a bicontinuous 
operator A such that ATsA~l all have normal scalar parts, or equivalently, the 
resolutions of the identity of all the Ts belong to a single bounded Boolean algebra 
of (not necessarily self-adjoint) projections. We also obtain similar, but weaker, 
results for semi-groups of operators. These results complement certain results of 
FOIA§ [6]; our present work is inspired by this work of FOIA§ and by the work of 
one of us [&]. For material on spectral operators, we refer to [2,3] and the references 
given there. 
An important tool will be a theorem which has been proved in many forms 
[1]. 
T h e o r e m . Let G — {g} be a commutative group, and suppose.g — T(l is a uniformly 
bounded representation of G as operators on H. Then there exists a bicontinuous 
operator A on H such that ATgA~' is unitary for every g. 
Our use of this theorem will be the same as FOIA§': we will have a bounded 
Boolean algebra of projections {E(a): a a Borel set in the plane}, and a uniformly 
bounded one-parameter group of operators {Us} each of which commutes with 
every E. Let G be the group of all pairs (I, <X) with the composition (s, o)-(t, T) = 
= (s + t, <TUT — (TDT), and the representation (s, a) — Us(l— 2E(a)). If A is an 
operator given by the theorem, then each operator A USA ~~1 is unitary (take a to 
be empty so £'(<7)=0), and each Ail-IE^A'1 = /-2AE(a)A-' is unitary 
so each AE(<r)A~l is self-adjoint (take .v = 0 so Us = I). 
To the above theorem we will need the 
Schol ium. Let £ be the class of operators which commute with every Tg. Then 
the operator A may be chosen so that \\ALA~l\\ ^\\L\\ for-every L in £. 
Proof . In each of the proofs of the above theorem, either a new norm |||JC||| 
is defined as some sort of generalised limit of II 7̂ x11 for suitable g £ G and A is chosen 
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so that \\Ax\\ — |||x|||, or else A2 is found as an operator in the weak operator closed 
convex hull of the operators T%Tg. In either case we choose A to be self-adjoint 
and positive, and we have in the first instance 
11 \Lx\11 = lim, ||T„Lx\\ = lim, \\LTgx|| S \\L|| Jim, ||Tg*|| = ||L\\ 11 |*|11 
so that if we set y = Ax, we have 
WALA-'yW = \\\Lx\\\^ ||L|| |||x||| = ||L|| №*|| = ||£|| lbl|. 
In the second instance the computations are essentially the same: for any x£H and 
g€G, 
(TgTgLA~iX, LA~l x) — (LTgA~l x, LTgA-1 x)^,\\L\\2(Tg TgA-1 x, A~*x) 
so that convex combinations of this inequality yield 
(A2LA~1x, LA-'x)^im2(A2A-1x,A-1x) 
or since A is self-adjoint, 
' ' \\ALA~' x\\2 ^\\L\\2\\x\\2. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let {Ts} be a one-parameter group of bounded operators on H 
such that Tx is a scalar type spectral operator and II T^ll is uniformly bounded on finite 
s-intervals. Then Ts is scalar for every s and there exists a bicontinuous operator A 
such that ATsA~l is normal for every s. 
P r o o f . Let $ = {£(•)} be the resolution of the identity for 7\ and define.the 
operators Rs by 
Rs= J |A|SEISARS>-E{dX), 0^argA<27t. 
It is clear that Rn = T" =T„ for every integer «; also {i?s} is a one-parameter group 
of operators: 
RSR,= f \X\seis^kE{dl) f \/.\'e'!drs'-E(d/.) 
ff(Tl) < r , ) 
Since 7\ commutes with every Ts, each E in the resolution of the identity of Ti 
commutes with every Ts, and so each Rt commutes with every Ts. Thus { i/J , 
defined by US = R_STS, is a one-parameter group of operators. Notice that 
Us = R-{s}R-is]Ti^TU} = R^{s}T{s)= U[s), j = [5] + {i}, 
and so 
||tfJs|U?_{s)||||7<s}||==4 sup lAl-^-sup Ĥ IL- sup ||rj. 
Aeo(T,) E(_E O s s S l 
Thus {Us\ is a uniformly bounded one-parameter group of operators, and each 
Vs commutes with every ££<?, so there exists a bicontinuous operator A on H such 
that each AUsA~l is unitary and each ARS/1-1 is normal (because each AEA~l 
is self-adjoint). Therefore for any s, the operator ATSA_1 —(ARsA~l)(AUsA~l) 
is the product of a normal operator with a commuting unitary and so is normal. 
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We remark that by writing s/s0 in place of s, we could prove this theorem with 
the assumption that TSo is spectral for some .SQ^O in place of T1 spectral. Also it. 
is not difficult to see that uniform boundedness of II Ts\\ on a non-trivial interval 
implies uniform boundedness on any given finite interval. 
By using the same technique, we can prove an analogous theorem for a one-
parameter group of operators with Tl spectral. 
Theorem 2. Let {7",} be a one-parameter group of operators on H such that 
7*| is spectral and II Ts\\ is uniformly bounded on finite s-intervals. Then Ts is spectral 
for every s and there exists a bicontinuous operator A such that A TSA ~1 has normal 
scalar part for every s. 
Proof . Let & = {E) be the resolutions of the identity of 7\ and let N be the 
quasi-nilpotent part of J , . We would like to form operators Rs to play the part 
of T\ as in theorem 1, through the use of SCHWARTZ'S formula [7] 
AT,) = 2 
N" 
ti — O n\ 
If <•">(/.) E(dÁ) 
"(v.) 
valid for functions/analytic on cr(7,). We wish to apply this formula when/(/;) =/.s, 
but unfortunately Xs may not have a single-valued analytic branch on a ( f ) , for 
non-integral s. However, we proceed boldly and define 
Rs = 2 1 ) . . . ( > - « + 1) / 
,1 = 0 n\ J 
°(T'> 0^arg;.-=2TT. 
This series converges in the uniform operator topology, uniformly in any finite 
i-interval; in fact, if we consider the norm of the nlh summand of the series and take 
n'h root", we have at "most" 
i 
m \ 7 ( N + " ( 4 sup „sup||£||)t_ 
V n• J >.Í*(T I) Eig 
The first term of this product tends to 0 as n becomes infinite because of the quasi-
nilpotency of N. The remaining two terms are bounded in n, uniformly in any 
finite 5-interval. The operators R s coincide with Ts when s is an integer, and form 
a one-parameter group: 
M = 1 2 II = 0 k = 0 
Nk 
— s(s-\)...(s-k+l) I |).\s-ke^-k^>-E(dk) 
N" 
[(n-ky. !) J 
"(Tl) 
"(T I ) 
t(t-l)...(t-n + k+l) / \X\<-" + kei(-<-"+VW-E(d¿) 
2 
n = 0 
N" 
¿M Jí(í-l)...(í-ik + ])r(í-])..-(/-« + k + 1 ) 
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Since every Ts commutes with Tx and hence with N and the E's, every Ts commutes-
with each R,, and so US = R_STS constitute a one-parameter group of operators 
with Us = U{S) uniformly bounded in norm for all s, as in the proof of theorem 1. 
The remainder of the theorem follows exactly as before. 
There are extensions of these results to the semi-group case; these results show 
the importance of the existence of inverses to theorems 1 and 2. 
Theorem 3. Let {Tx} be a one-parameter semi-group of bounded operators 
on H such that T, is a spectra! operator with 0 an isolated point of its spectrum and 
II Ts\\ is uniformly bounded for a^s^b, for some 0Sa<b. Then Ts is spectral for 
every s and there exists a bicontinuous operator A such that A TSA ~1 has normal' 
scalar part for every s. 
Proof . Let E be the idempotent in the resolution of the identity associated 
with the non-zero points of o^T,). Then E commutes with every Ts, so EH is an 
invariant subspace for every Ts. The operators ETS constitute a one-parameter 
semi-group of operators on EH with the property that ET1 has an inverse, since 
the. spectrum of ETX as an operator on EH consists of the non-zero points of the 
spectrum which are bounded away from zero by hypothesis. The relation ETSETX _s = 
= ETX shows that all the operators ETS, 0 < i < l , must have inverses, on EH, and-
therefore every ETS must have an inverse. The ETS, together with their inverses, 
form a group of operators on EH which has its norms uniformly bounded on finite 
i-intervals, since its norms are uniformly bounded on one non-degenerate j-intervaL 
It follows from theorem 2 that all the operators ETS are spectral and that their 
resolutions of the identity all belong to a uniformly bounded Boolean algebra, 
since under an equivalent norm on EH, the resolutions of the identity all consist 
of self-adjoint projections. Clearly, for the operators ETS, extended to all. 
of H by being O in (/—£)//, are also spectral and their resolutions all belong to 
a uniformly bounded Boolean algebra. - -
Now for s > 0 , Ts = ETS + (/-£)TS(J-E)TS is quasi-nilpotent, for if n: 
be. an integer exceeding 1 /s, [ns ]S l , 
[ ( / - £ ) T , ] " = ( / - E ) = [ ( / - £ ) T j - i T V s ) . 
This is the product of two commuting operators, one of which is quasi-nilpotent,. 
and so is itself quasi-nilpotent; the quasi-nilpotence of [(/ — E)T^]" implies that 
of ( I — E ) T S . Thus T5 is the sum of a spectral operator and a commuting quasi-
nilpotent,, and so is spectral. The resolution of the identity of Ts consists of the 
projections F, F+(I — E) where F belongs to the resolution of ETS. Let A be a. 
bicontinuous operator such that AEA~X and AFA~~l are all self-adjoint. Then 
ATsA~l all have normal scalar part. 
It is possible to prove a weaker theorem, valid for more arbitrary semi-groups 
of operators. We use the concept of semi-similarity introduced by FELDZAMEN [4]. 
Two semi-groups { r s } , {i?s} on H will be called semi-similar if there exist two 
bounded Boolean algebras of projections S, SF both generated by their atoms 
{Ea}, {Fa}, the elements of $ commuting with every Ts and the elements of & with 
every Rs, and there exist bicontinuous operators Ax from EaH onto FXH such that 
AXTS = RSAX for every a and s. 
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T h e o r e m 4. Let {Ts\ be a semi-group of bounded operators on H such that 
Tx is spectra! and II Ts\\ is uniformly bounded for a^s^b, for some 0 ^ a < ¿>. Then 
{Ts} is semi-similar to a semi-group of spectral operators with normal scalar parts. 
Proof . For integers « s i , Jet En be the projection in the resolution of the 
identity of J , associated wjth the set of complex numbers {A: s |A| < ( « — I ) - 1 } , 
and let E0 = I— 2 Since these E's belong to the resolution of 7",, they generate 
it — i 
a uniformly bounded Boolean algebra; let A be a bicontinuous operator such that 
E„ — AE„A~l is self-adjoint for each n. The operators AEnTsA~1 on the space EnH 
satisfy the hypotheses of theorem 3, so there exist operators B„ bicontinuous 
from F„H onto itself such that B„AEnTsA~lB~i has normal scalar part for each s. It is 
important to note that B„ may be so chosen that the norm of BnAE„TsA~lB~x is no 
greater than that of AE„TSA~{] that is, uniformly bounded in n for each fixed s. 
Set now Rs — ^ B„AE„TsA~iB~l. This is a direct sum of operators on the 
n = 0 
mutually orthogonal subspaces- FnH with norms uniformly bounded in n; this 
sum therefore exists in the strong operator topology. Since the summands are spectral 
operators with normal scalar parts, the same must be true of R s . {/?,} is a one-
parameter semi-group,, and it is not difficult to see that the operators A„=B„A 
.implement the semi-similarity between {7"v} and {Rs}. 
We close with some examples to demonstrate the sharpness of our theorems. 
Example 1. The underlying space cannot be Lp. In Lp[0, \],p-¿2, the group 
of transformations [7Vv](f) = j r ( { i + $ } ) is a strongly continuous group of isometries, 
and I", is the identity. However, FIXMAN [5] has shown that Ts is spectral only for 
rational s and that the resolutions of the identity of Ts are not bounded uniformly 
in s for rational .v. . 
Example 2. Let H be square integrable functions on [0,1] but with the norm 
i 
•of a function x given by j|.v(/)|2(/+ 1 )dt. The group of transformations [7".,.v](/) = 
o 
= A({? + Í } ) is-uniformly bounded but not a group of isometries. T", is the identity^ 
Thus we have an example to show that T¡ normal does not imply Ts normal, but 
•only scalar. 
Example 3. In ¿ 2[0, 1] define the semi-group Ts by 
f x O + A z + i S l [7>](H 0 , / — .v1. 
T, is O, and so is normal, but Ts is scalar for no 1. Thus the semi-group analogue 
of theorem 1 is not true. 
E x a m p l e 4. In theorem 4, semi-similarity cannot be replaced by ordinary 
-.similarity. For i > 0 , and n a positive integer, consider the 2 x 2 matrix 
e~"s ne~"s(l -e 2 "" )* ! 
0 e-ns+2nis y 7 Í ° = e" 0 n + e 
- ns + 2 71 is U -n 
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The entries of i f * are uniformly bounded in n, s, for \ne~m(l — e2nis)\ ^ne~"s2ns^ 
sup te~' = 2n/e. We define H as the direct sum of two-dimensional Hilbert 
!>0 
spaces H("\ n > 0, and define Ts to be the direct sum of the operators T(s" . Ts is 
a semi-group and T[n) is the 2 X 2 identity multiplied by e~" so that Tl is even self-
adjoint. However is not spectral, for T<S} has distinct eigenvalues e~"i2 and 
— e~"l2, and the projections corresponding to these eigenvalues have norm greater 
than n. Therefore does not have a uniformly bounded resolution of the identity 
.and so cannot be spectral. 
E x a m p l e 5. The condition that II Tjl be uniformly bounded in finite i-intervals 
cannot be dropped. Let { g j be a Hamel basis for the reals over the rationals. Every 
real number s can be written uniquely as s = r0 + 2 raQa> >'<* rational, where only 
finitely many r's are non-zero. Distinguish a countable number of the g's, denoted 
by g,,..., g/,,.... Let rn(s) denote the coefficient of the distinguished basis element gn. 
Now let H be a countable direct sum of two-dimensional Hilbert spaces H(n), 
n > 0. Define Ts to be the direct sum of the operators defined on //(n) by the 
matrix 
(e2 nir„(j) n(g2xir„(s) e-2rir„(sm 0 e-2*.>„(a) J -
Each Ts is bounded in norm because only a finite number of the r's are non-zero; 
however, the norm of Ts is uniformly bounded in no interval of positive length.. 
Also, 7"j is the identity, but the norms of the resolutions of Ts are not uniformly 
bounded in s. 
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